P.K. Kahol, M. Mehring, X. Wu. Nuclear spin-lattice relaxation in trans-polyacetylene (CH)x. A confined soliton model including nuclear spin flip diffusion. Journal de Physique, 1985, 46 (10) Abstract 2014 A « confined soliton model » in which the solitons move over a small part of the chain is developed. The on-chain nuclei are relaxed directly by contact hyperfine interactions whilst the remainder nuclei relax via nuclear spin flip diffusion. It is found that the proton spin-lattice relaxation data can be rationalized in terms of the fast and confined one-dimensional hopping motion of the soliton whilst that for enriched 13C one requires in addition a much more dominating mechanism that of nuclear spin flip diffusion.
Introduction.
Trans-polyacetylene is known for quite some time to contain paramagnetic spins as a consequence of a bond alternating defect [1] . The interpretation and structural analysis of these defects in terms of topological kinks (solitons) by Su, Schrieffer and Heeger [2] has provided tremendous impetus to this field of research. In order to unravel the physical nature of these defects numerous experimental techniques have been applied Here we restrict ourselves to taking a closer look at the proton NMR data and briefly carbon-13 data on enriched samples of polyacetylene obtained so far. Nechtschein et ale [3] were the first to observe an co -1/2 dependence of the proton spin lattice relaxation rate T in trans-(CH)x, where (J) is the Larmor frequency of the nuclear spins. The standard interpretation, once a frequency dependence of this sort is observed, On the other hand, to-'/2 dependence of the relaxation rate T 1-1 has also been observed in the case of localized paramagnetic defects [4] [5] [6] . This typical frequency dependence comes about by what is usually called limited nuclear spin diffusion, not be confused with the spin diffusion of the paramagnetic species. In order to avoid possible confusion we will use the term « nuclear spin flip diffusion» to describe the flow of nuclear spin temperature around a more or less localized paramagnetic defect, whereas the term « paramagnetic spin diffusion » will be reserved for the mobile paramagnetic species.
In other words, the observation of an co-'12 depen- [12, 13] and time-resolved ESR spectroscopy [10] . We therefore take the viewpoint that solitons are confined to move over a small part of the chain and do not visit all the nuclei on the chain. Baughman and Moss [14] and Baeriswyl and Maki [15] have also dealt with similar situations.
The purpose of the present paper is to develop a « confined soliton model » (discussed in section 2) in which the soliton having an average confinement length I relaxes directly the on-chain nuclei whilst the remainder nuclei achieve equilibrium through nuclear spin flip diffusion. The comparison between the experimental and the calculated results for pure trans-polyacetylene and 13C enriched (1 H diluted) polyacetylene is made in section 3. Section 4 contains our conclusions. Figure 1 presents a schematic summary of the findings [10] The soliton is placed in the middle of the cylinder. The relaxation of the nuclear spins in the volume V. takes place either by direct relaxation within a cylinder of radius rs or by nuclear spin flip diffusion for r. r Rs.
For the situation where the soliton, which acts as a volume-like sink with strength density r(r), moves only in an « active » volume v. and the nuclei in the rest of the non active volume V-va achieve equilibrium through spin flip diffusion, the governing equations can be written as where S denotes the bounding surface and D is the spin flip diffusion tensor.
Consider now that the soliton relaxes all nuclei in the tube with radius r. (see Fig. 2 Making the transformation x = r -rs and defining m(x, t) = m2(x, t) the above equations, along with their boundary conditions, yield
The solution of the above problem is conveniently expressed as a sum of normal modes [16] Here n refers to the mode number and An are the constants obtainable from the initial condition (14) and the orthogonality of the functions Xn(x) as
The functions Xn(x) and Gn(t) are obtained from equations (8) and ( 10) tan j8 P. Thus, the relaxation rate is directly proportional to r and will exhibit the characteristic frequency dependence of the spectral density function. Moreover, in this regime, T 1-1 is independent of the nuclear spin flip rate D. In the slow diffusion regime, K &#x3E; 1 and therefore tan p = prz where a can be any integral or fractional number greater than unity. This has the implication that the OJ -1/2 dependence of the relaxation rate is suppressed appreciably, so much so that it becomes independent of frequency. In the intermediate diffusion regime, the behaviour of T ï 1 is much weaker than OJ-1/2.
3. Results and discussion.
In the previous section, the contribution to the relaxation rate due to the mobile soliton was obtained using the confined soliton model. Since T 1-1 also includes the relaxation contribution from the pinned solitons we make their approximate estimates using the results of T 1 relaxation via paramagnetic centres as described by Lowe and Tse [5] . It is essential that the « radius of influence » of the paramagnetic centre (here pinned soliton) be larger than b° and, of course, b. b is the nuclear spin flip barrier radius whilst b° is the radius inside of which the nuclei have their resonance lines so much broadened that they are not measured in the experiment. Now R = (3/4 nns)1/3 which, for n = 1/2 500, gives R N 16 a. A rough estimate [20] [8] . A sample of polyacetylene always contains impurities, chain-end defects, etc. which may lead to trapping. The trapping mechanism may also be due to soliton-soliton interactions as discussed in reference [15] . We cannot distinguish between these different origins and therefore incorporate the temperature dependence of the trapping phenomenon by varying C. [8] . The effect of changing I on the relaxation rate is shown in figure 5 for /= 100, 150 and 200 a (continuous, dashed and dashed-dot respectively). It is seen that I has to be in the range 150-200a. The values of C at T = 295 K, 77 K and 4:2 K which fit the data are 0.07, 0.6 and 0.964 respectively.
The expression for C (Ref. [3] ) is where p is the concentration of traps and E is the trapping energy. In the model of Nechtschein et ale [3] , the distribution function for the trapping energy has a constant value in the range (0, EO) and zero elsewhere. The averaging of equation (29) (CD x CHi-x) recently [9, 12, 24] . The expressions derived here allow to analyse these results quantitatively. At present we can put our hands only on rather limited data reported by Scott and Clarke [9] for various 13 C and 1 H concentrations and at two/three frequencies. We, in the following, apply our model to this data.
Let us first rewrite our expressions appropriate to this case. As asserted in the preceding section, r, = n(1 -C) I /a with RS r., and from relation (4), using the unit cell parameters of reference [21] , Rr = { 6.95 a/(7rln) 11/2 a. With n = 1/2 500 P tan (24) We have developed a « confined soliton model » which includes the effects of nuclear spin flip diffusion.
In the case of protons, the spin flip diffusion rate is fast and the interpretation of the relaxation data is similar to that of Nechtschein et al. [3] . But The above spectral density function describes in Fourier space the correlation of a spin between sites j and / at time t. Since the spin in question (soliton) has a finite extension L, one has to consider cross-correlations arising from various sites, at time t and 0, which belong to the common delocalized segment The total spectral density function in this case, for a rectangular spin density distribution, can be written as [19] where r = (j' -j) and m = (L -1)/2. Making use of (A . 8) and (A. 9) one gets equation (26).
